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Stan Greenspon Center for Peace and Social Justice 
Third Annual Advocacy Education Program 

From Marches to Movements: Foundations of Social Change 
 

 
- - - - - 
Presenters: Queens University Professors and Charlotte and North Carolina Community 
Leaders 
Session One - Preyer Lecture 

Saturday, September 15, 6:30 pm 
Sessions Two through Eight 

Monday evenings, October 8-November 19th 
  6:30-8:00 pm  
Location: Queens Campus 
Cost: $25 for entire series 
 
Drawing on the richness of Queens’ dynamic faculty and community leaders who have a depth 
of knowledge and experience in the work of social justice, social change, and organizing, the 
Stan Greenspon Center will offer our third annual Fall Advocacy Education Program. This 
year’s program will provide the community with the tools that are needed to move from 
marches to movements in order to create sustainable social change.   
 
Session One - Saturday, September 15, 2018, 6:30 – 8:00 pm** 
The Two Souths of ‘68: Remembering Revolution in these Hard Times 
Preyer Lecture with Dr. Robin Kelley, Distinguished Professor and Gary B. Nash Endowed 
Chair in U.S. History, University of California, Los Angeles, Opening reception, 5:45 pm 
** This talk is part of the Preyer Lecture Series and is free and open to  the public 
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Session Two - Monday, October 8, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
Foundations of Social Justice 
Dr. Karen Geiger, PhD, Leadership and Change 
  
Session Three - Monday, October 15, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
The Political Process 
Dr. Mark Kelso, Professor of Political Science, Queens University of Charlotte 
Dr. Maggie Commins, Professor of Political Science, Queens University of Charlotte 
 
Session Four - Monday, October 22, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
The Role of Law in Social Change 
T. Greg Doucette, Esq., Criminal Justice Attorney 
  
Session Five - Monday, October 29, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
Community Organizing 
Robert Dawkins, State Organization, SAFE Coalition NC 
Michele Kennedy, Executive Director, Interactive Resource Center 
Kahran Myers, Esq, North Carolina State Manager of Faith in Public Life 
  
Session Six - Monday, November 5, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
The Rhetorical Strategies of Social Movements 
Andrea McCrary, Professor of English Literature and Creative Writing, Queens University 
  
Session Seven - Monday, November 12, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
Digital Communications and Social Change 
Aisha Dew, The Dew Group 
 
Session Eight - Monday, November 19, 2018, 6:30-8:00 pm 
Moving Forward 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Director, Stan Greenspon Center 
Minister de’Angelo Dia, Advocacy Coordinator, Stan Greenspon Center 
 
With appreciation to David Cohen for his support of this series. 
 
This program is co-sponsored with Faith in Public Life. 
 
To register click here. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

https://connect.queens.edu/attend/FromMarchestoMovements
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Sklut Lecture  
#MeToo: Sexual Misconduct  
in the Hebrew Bible 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies 
September 26, 2018, 5-6:30 pm 
5 pm light refreshments, 5:30 lecture 
Location: TBD  
Cost: Free and open to the public 
 
Today, more than ever, we are aware of women’s struggles to be heard, to be safe, to be free 
from objectification and sexualization. The #MeToo Movement has brought to light just how 
widespread and systematic sexual misconduct has been for women not only today but 
throughout history.  Rabbi Schindler will examine women’s voices – both silenced and 
amplified – in the Hebrew Bible and in Rabbinic texts. On one hand, she will explore the 
silencing of women in traditional Jewish texts and on the other elevate the female voices that 
speak boldly and are heard.  In so doing, she hopes to empower women of today, and the men 
who stand by them, to find themselves in our texts and be co-creators of a reality where 
equality and safety are protected and valued. This lecture is in honor of Lori and Eric Sklut 
who have generously established the Sklut Professorship of Jewish Studies at Queens.  
 

TGIF Torah Yoga 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies 
With Shelley Bear and Aly Faber, RYT Yoga Instructors 
Friday mornings, September 28, October 26, November 30, 
December 7, January 25, February 22, March 22, April 12,  
10:40-11:40 am 
Location: Crown Room, Queens University of Charlotte 
Cost: Free and open to the public 
 
TGIF (Thank God it’s Friday) Torah Yoga will set the weekend off on a perfect note 
with spirituality and with the strengthening and stretching of your body and soul. 
Connect with others  and with the wellspring of Torah wisdom that grounds so many 
faiths. This program is open to yoga practitioners of all levels and to the broader 
community, TGIF Torah Yoga is co-sponsored by the Greenspon Center, DICE 
(Diversity Inclusion and Community Engagement), Queens Chapel and Queens 
Student Life. It is generously funded by the Lenora Stein Community Creative Learning 
Grant.  Blogs of meditations will be posted monthly at the stangreensponcenter.org.  
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Same Stories, Different Texts: The Hebrew Bible and the New 
Testament 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies,  
in partnership with Dr. Nancy Ellett Allison 
Wednesday afternoons, 12:15-1:45 pm 
Eight week community course 
October 3 through December 5 
(No class on October 10 and November 21) 
Location: Sykes 322  
Cost: $150 
 
In our city of Charlotte with its 960 churches, we are surrounded by neighbors who, alone or 
with a group, explore the Bible and its teachings in various ways. Those who are Christian read 
the Hebrew Bible differently than those who are Jewish. Christians see it as foreshadowing the 
New Testament. Jews do not. During this course, we will compare and contrast the portrayal of 
personalities and pertinent topics in the Hebrew Bible and in the New Testament from 
Abraham to the afterlife, from covenant to commandments, from the messiah to miracles.  
 
The Reverend Dr. Nancy Ellett Allison is Senior Minister of Holy Covenant UCC in Charlotte. 
She earned her BA from Baylor University and her MDiv and PhD from Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Fort Worth. A popular speaker, preacher and retreat leader, Nancy 
has written and edited for several publications, and served as Secretary of the Southern 
Conference of the UCC and a member of the board of directors. 
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TEDx Charlotte Talk: 
Mastering the Art of Loving Your Neighbor   
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies 
Friday, October 12, 2018 
10:00-4:00 pm 
Location: Dale F Halton Theater, Overcash Building, 
CPCC Central Campus 
Cost: Tickets range from $35-50 
 

Rabbi Schindler is a TEDx Charlotte finalist.  Her talk entitled “Mastering the Art of Loving our 
Neighbor” speaks to the critical work of advocacy that we do at the Stan Greenspon Center. We 
can build walls with our neighbors – those across tables, neighborhoods, or borders — or we 
can melt them away by uncovering our common humanity. Mastering the art of loving our 
neighbor requires vulnerability and breaking through personal barriers. It requires 
understanding our neighbor’s pain and advocating to keep them physically and psychologically 
safe. As a result of listening to Rabbi Schindler's talk, her hope is that viewers will be inspired 
to use their voices in small and large ways to help those who are vulnerable locally and 
globally. For tickets go to: tedxcharlotte.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://tedxcharlotte.com/speaker-rabbi-judy-schindler/
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The Many Meanings of Israel 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies 
Wednesday evenings, 7:00-8:30 pm  
Monthly from October to December 2018 
Location: Temple Beth El 
Cost: Free 
 
 
The term “Israel” has many meanings. It can reflect the people 
of Israel from Biblical times until today -- wherever they have lived around the globe. The 
name “Israel” can identify the ancient holy land for which Diaspora Jews throughout the 
millennia have longed or it can encompass the modern Jewish State. Likewise the word 
“Zionism” has multiple meanings from Political Zionism to Religious Zionism to Reform 
Zionism.  Join Rabbi Judy Schindler as we explore the nature of the people, land, and dream of 
Israel, seven decades after the founding of the modern state. 
 
Session One - Wednesday, October 17, 2018, 7:00-8:30 pm 
Am Yisrael – Jewish Peoplehood  
 
Session Two - Wednesday, November 14, 2018, 7:00-8:30 pm 
Medinat Yisrael - What’s Jewish About a Jewish State  
 
Session Three - Wednesday, December 5, 2018, 7:00-8:30 pm 
The Dream of Israel - Then and Now – Exploring the Landscape of Modern Zionism 
 
For more information, contact Temple Beth El, www.templebethel.org. 
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“ 

I feel it takes courage to get up in front of a whole audience of adults and children to 
discuss this traumatic topic. I personally have had family that was discriminated against, so 

I can sympathize with you. The way you presented your grandmother to this group was 
extraordinary. Your words filled everyone with emotion. Thank you for sharing. This will 

forever be a part of history and be a part of us. 
—An eighth-grade student visitor’s response to a Heritage Testimonies presentation 

” 
Heritage Testimonies® Program  
- - - - - 
Talli Dippold & Talia Goldman 
Orientation in December 2018 
Program will start in January 2019  
Eight week commitment, application required and space is limited 
This program is made possible by a grant from the Museum of Jewish Heritage - A Living 
Memorial to the Holocaust. 
 
The Museum of Jewish Heritage created the Heritage Testimonies® program to prepare for a 
future time when children and grandchildren of survivors will be the ones left to tell their 
relatives’ stories. This new program gives people the opportunity to learn about the Holocaust 
by meeting with descendants of survivors. 
 
The Stan Greenspon Center, in partnership with the Museum of Jewish Heritage, is thrilled to 
offer this program in Charlotte. With the training and help of the Greenspon Center staff, 
participating second and third generation descendants of Holocaust survivors are currently 
helping school groups and other audiences connect with the history of the Holocaust on a 
personal level. The importance and power of these presentations can be felt through student 
responses. 
 
Talli Dippold is the Associate Director of the Stan Greenspon Center for Peace and Social 
Justice and Director of Jewish Life at Queens University of Charlotte. Talli received her MS in 
Genocide and Holocaust Studies from Gratz College. 
 
Talia Goldman is the Development and Events Coordinator for the Stan Greenspon Center for 
Peace and Social Justice at Queens University. She received her MSW from Hunter College. 
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Protective Custody PRISONER: 34042   
Original Play on the Life of  
Dr. Susan Cernyak-Spatz 
- - - - - 
Thursday, December 13, 2018 
7:00 pm 
Location: Belk Chapel  
Cost: The reading is free and open to the public 
 
Join us to celebrate the second anniversary of the Stan Greenspon Center with a reading of an 
original play written by Charles LaBorde, directed by Dennis Delamar, performed and 
produced by Three Bone Theatre – all luminaries of the Charlotte theater community. The 
script, adapted from Dr. Susan Cernyak-Spatz’s autobiography Protective Custody PRISONER: 
34042, captures riveting experiences of her Auschwitz-Birkenau internment as well as the 
eventual liberation of this well-known Charlotte Holocaust survivor. The evening will 
celebrate all of our Charlotte community’s more than three dozen Holocaust survivors and the 
successes of the Greenspon Center’s first two years.  
 
Please join us for refreshments following the reading. 
 

Same Stories, Different Texts: 
The Hebrew Bible and The Koran 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies,  
in partnership with Arzu Kaya-Uranli 
Wednesday afternoons, 12:15-1:45 pm 
February 6 through April 10 
(No class on March 20 and April 3) 
Cost: $150 
 
In this city of Charlotte with almost 1000 places of worship, we 
are surrounded by neighbors who hold in their hands a variety of sacred scriptures. Those 
who are Muslim read the Hebrew Bible differently than Christians or Jews. Christians and 
Jews may never open a Koran. In this course, we will compare and contrast the portrayal of 
personalities and pertinent topics in the Hebrew Bible and the Koran from Abraham to Moses, 
from fasts to feasts, from prayer to prophecy.  Arzu Kaya-Uranli is a broadcaster, religious 
studies professor and interfaith activist. She received her M.A. in Religious Studies from 
Hartford University and is an adjunct professor at Winthrop University. 
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People and Promise: A Trip Celebrating the Complexity  
and Plurality of Modern Israel 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies, 
Dr. Alexa Royden, Associate Professor of Political Science 
Doron Harel, Educator and Tour Guide with Mabat 
Platinum Ltd.  
Departing Sunday, May 12, 2019 and returning Monday, 
May 20, 2019 
 
This week long trip (with opportunities for pre-trip and post-trip excursions) will take you on 
a tour of the Holy Land, from visiting Independence Hall on the 71st anniversary of the 
founding of the Jewish State to meeting with members of Israel’s diverse communities 
including religious, academic, and local leaders. We will travel from Tel Aviv to the Galilee, 
from Jerusalem to Bethlehem and even to the Negev. We will encounter the sacred sites that 
bind peoples to this land and enjoy modern cultural expressions of struggle and celebration 
from graffiti tours to music to wineries.  
 
Dr. Alexa Royden and Rabbi Judy Schindler will ground our experience in scholarship as we 
use Israel’s Declaration of Independence as the core for evaluating the original vision for the 
State of Israel and the reality on the ground from multiple perspectives.   Our group will enjoy 
three academic sessions at Queens University in preparation for this learning tour focusing on 
historical sites, cultural activities, and meeting the diverse peoples who make up Israel’s 
community. The tour is limited to 32 participants. 
 
Dr. Alexa Royden teaches World Politics, Contemporary American Foreign Policy, and 
International Human Rights. She received her PhD in International Relations from University 
of St. Andrews, MA in International Affairs from George Washington, and her BA from Rollins 
College.  Our Israeli guide, Doron Harel has an MA in Contemporary Middle East from Tel Aviv 
University, 18 years experience as an educator and tour guide and has led more than two 
dozen trips with Charlotte organizations and families. 
 
For the itinerary and more information, visit stangreensponcenter.org. 
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Jewish Studies Mini-Courses 
With appreciation to Joy Greene for her generosity  

in supporting this series in memory of her husband, Tony Greene.  
 

 
 

Art of Ethical Speech   
- - - - - 
Dr. Marcy Goldstein 
Option #1 - Four session evening course  
Tuesday evenings, October 2, 9, 16, and 30, 7 to 9 pm 
Cost: $125 
 
Option #2 - One-day retreat  
Sunday, January 13, 2019 from 10 am to 6 pm  
Cost: $125 
 
Speech is powerful.  Is yours aligned with truth?  Is it beneficial? In the current, tense political 
climate where unfriending is not uncommon, ethical communication is paramount. Drawing 
from world religions, and social sciences, this class focuses on how to achieve clarity and 
maintain dignity and mutual respect during in-person and social media communications on 
sensitive, charged topics. Includes lecture, discussion, personal reflection, and small group 
exercises. Welcoming people of all religions, races, ethnicities, political affiliations, national 
origins, sexual orientations, disabilities, ages, heights, weights, marital statuses, etc. Cultivate 
the art of ethical speech to help repair our world!  There are two options for taking this course: 
four evenings or a one day Sunday retreat. Fee includes a handout and an extensive list of 
books, articles, and videos for continued learning. 
 
Dr. Marcy Goldstein received her BA in Religion and Women’s studies from the University of 
Rochester and her MA and PhD in Religious Studies from the University of California, Santa 
Barbara. She is Founder of Sanskrit Revolution and teaches language, history, and ethical 
speech classes nationally.  
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The Key to Kabbalah - Discovering Jewish Mysticism 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Yossi Groner  
Wednesday lunch and learn 12:30 to 2 p.m. (bring your own lunch) 
January 9, 16, 23 and 30 
Location: Queens Campus 
Cost: $125 
 
The study of Kabbalah allows us to explore the secrets of the cosmos and 
the inner dimension of creation. Discover the fascinating arrangement 
hidden in depths of our universe and learn how each of us holds the key to unlock its mystical 
secrets. In this class we will examine some of the foundational principles of Kabbalah as well 
as the practical side of Kabbalah, implementing its teachings into our daily lives.   

Rabbi Yossi Groner has been Rabbi and spiritual leader of Congregation Ohr HaTorah in 
Charlotte since 1980.  Rabbi Groner is founder and director of the Lubavitch Education Center 
in Charlotte and offers weekly lectures on the Bible, Talmud and Kabbalah.   

Secret Identities: Jews in Pop Culture 

- - - - - 
Dr. Mike Kobre  
Wednesday evenings, February 6, 13, 20, and 27, 7 to 8:30 pm 
Location: Queens Campus 
Cost: $125 
 
“It wasn’t Krypton that Superman really came from,” the 
cartoonist Jules Feiffer once wrote, “it was planet Minsk or Lodz or Vilna or Warsaw.”  The 
creation of first-generation American Jews whose parents had emigrated from Eastern 
Europe, Superman (who’s an illegal immigrant himself) is only one example of how diversity 
shaped American popular culture.  In this course, we’ll examine how American culture 
reflects—sometimes in disguised ways—the diversity of American society and particularly the 
contribution of American Jews.  We’ll also consider the role of diversity in shaping the most 
enduring forms of American popular culture, from Hollywood films to comic books to rock ‘n’ 
roll music.  Our cast will include Superman, Captain America, Al Jolson, and Chuck Berry’s 
“Brown-Eyed Handsome Man.” 
 
Dr. Michael Kobre is Dana Professor of English and Chair of the English Department at Queens 
University.  His critical writing and fiction have appeared in Tin House, TriQuarterly, Michigan 
Quarterly Review,West Branch, Critique, Mississippi Quarterly and other journals and in 
anthologies of essays on such subjects as the novelist Walker Percy, the rock star Bruce 
Springsteen, and superhero narratives.   
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Southern Jewish Roots:  
A Four Week Tour of Jewish Charlotte 
- - - - - 
Roz Cooper, Susan Jacobs, and Sue Littauer 
Four evenings in the Spring   
Fee: TBD   
 
Participants will enjoy a unique hike through history from touring the Hebrew Cemetery that 
was founded in 1867 and is rich with stories of the famous Jews who were buried there from 
the Civil War to the Civil Rights era to today, to learning about kashrut and tasting Jewish 
classics at Gleiberman’s. Participants will explore the pluralistic and powerful community that 
thrives today as they learn about the uniqueness of Shalom Park and its development and 
glean wisdom from local leaders of the various movements and synagogues. Learn about the 
three mikvahs (ritual baths) that have homes in Charlotte, the three swimming pools (some 
even holding a Jewish star of David at the bottom), and commemorate Holocaust memory as 
you learn about the more than three dozen Charlotte survivors as we reflect at the Margaret 
and Lou Schwartz Butterfly Garden Holocaust Memorial. 

Roz Cooper, Susan Jacobs and Sue Littauer are all esteemed Jewish Charlotte educators who 
have been at the helm of our Charlotte religious educational institutions for decades.  

 

Summer Wine and Wisdom Series 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies 
 
Join us as we celebrate the summer with sacred study at local restaurants (in private rooms 
and on patios) around our Queen City.  Come to one session or to them all to enjoy a taste of 
Torah and the tastes of our town.  
 
May session - Music in the Bible  * June session - Meditation in the Bible *  July session - 
Making Romantic Relationships Work *  August session- Miracles in the Bible  
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With Gratitude...   
- - - - - 
With incredible generosity and vision, our donors are investing in Jewish Life, Jewish Studies 
and the Stan Greenspon Center for Peace and Social Justice.  Thousands of lives have been 
touched and taught through our work. A special debt of gratitude extends to Stan Greenspon 
for his generosity and to our community’s Holocaust survivors who inspire our work. 

 
 
Founding Donors Annual Sponsors 
 
Class of 2016 Gold Sponsors 
Blumenthal Foundation Dr. Sandy and Lois Benjamin 
David Cohen Sandy Berlin 
Clay and Deidre Grubb  Todd and Stacy Gorelick 

Joy Greene 
Class of 2014 Keith Greenspon 
Don and Bobbi Bernstein Jake Jacobson 
Bill and Patty Gorelick Michelle Lee 
Harvey and Adrienne Gossett Yudell Family 
Larry and Dale Polsky  
Marc and Mattye Silverman Silver Sponsors 
Eric and Lori Sklut Marty Birnbaum &   

   Roz Greenspon  
Mark and Paige Cohen 
Harry and Gloria Lerner 
Peter and Cindy Levinson 
Steven and Melissa Raphael 
Larry Schwartz 
Harry and Marilyn Swimmer 
Sandra Weinstein 
Volkswagen of South Charlotte 

 
            Friend Sponsors 

Rick Abrams & Dru Dougherty        Michael and Stephanie        John and Gail Baron   
Mike Boatman & Kathie Minnon Abramson        Larry and Tracy Brown   
Michael and Patti Diamond               Steve and Darcy Garfinkel  Toby Gordon 
Wayne and Amy Gould            Matthew & Bridget Harty   Ted and M.E. Hessberg  
Elizabeth House            Florence Jaffa                      Hal and Holly Levinson   
Betty Little            Gary and Karen Maniloff     Patrick Mcelgunn &   
David and Risa Miller             Lee and Wendy Pake                           Karen Scully   
Ed and Debra Pizer             Mitch and Tonda Rifkin      Leon Rutman  
Paul Shook                Michael & Anne                   Adam and Sheila Spitz   
Oscar and Shana Suris   Sinsheimer        Donna Thrasher    
Bruce Wiley             Sam and Emily Zimmern 
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Supporters 
Mark Abrams and Iris Prandi… Dianne Chipps Bailey… Jennifer Barker...Michael and Meredith 
Baumstein...Robyn Benjamin...Jill Blumenthal...Kenneth Chertow...Howard Cohen...Stuart and 
Lynn Cojac...Peter and Sandra Conway...Ivan and Roz Cooper...Irv and Dedee Cygler...Michael 
and Elaine Denenberg...John and Talli Dippold...Jeffrey and Dana Ditesheim...Joe Engel...James 
Gainer and Marcia Myers… Jay and Marsha Gamerman...Steven and Talia Goldman...Yaron and 
Sandra Goldman...Arkady Golynsky...Betty Gunz...Carolyn Hennes...Alan and Sari 
Hochberg...Joel Horwich...Jennifer Hurvitz...Brian and Raizel Kahn...Edward and Arlene 
Karp...Irene King...Rabbi Asher Knight and Rabbi Ana Bonnheim...Penny Krieger...Mark and 
Alison Lerner...Miles and Debbie Levine...Billy Maddalon...Norman and Roberta Malter...Arthur 
and Elyse Nevid...Michael Norman… Jerry and Vickie O’Keefe...Paul and Gwen Orland...Milton 
Poler and Gene Ruth...Jane Ratteree...Russell and Sally Robinson...Steven Rodgers...Carol 
Sandler...Eileen Schwartz...Frieda Schwartz...Joe Taylor… Patty Torcellini...Chip Wallach and 
Rabbi Judy Schindler...Ron and Janice Weiner...Robert Wolf...Kim and Sue Worrel… 
 
Foundations 
Blumenthal Foundation...Donald H. and Barbara K. Foundation...The Leon Levine Foundation 
The Levine-Sklut Family Foundation...Marc and Mattye Silverman Family Foundation 
Novant Health Foundation...William and Patricia Gorelick Family Foundation 
 
Grants 
Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte...Museum of Jewish Heritage A Living Memorial to the 
Holocaust….Pinnacle Financial Partners 
 
Every gift makes a difference.  To invest in our work or to learn more about Jewish Studies and Jewish Life at Queens 
and the Stan Greenspon Center for Peace and Social Justice, please call Talia Goldman. We would love to host you for 
a tour, a meal or a meeting. 
 
Our Professional Team... 
- - - - - 
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies, Director of the Stan Greenspon Center 
Talli Dippold, Director of Jewish Life, Associate Director of the Stan Greenspon Center 
Talia Goldman, Development and Events Coordinator 
Donna Tarney, Education Coordinator 
Minister de’Angelo Dia, Advocacy Coordinator 
Jackie Fishman, Education Consultant 
Jill Levinson, Communications Consultant 
 
Follow us on Social Media... 
- - - - - 
Facebook: Queens University Stan Greenspon Center for Peace & Social Justice   
Instagram: @stangreensponcenter     Twitter: @GreensponCenter     Website: stangreensponcenter.org  

 

http://www.stangreensponcenter.org/
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Tell your friends and family members looking for undergraduate or graduate academic 
programs about the close-knit Jewish community and the dynamic Jewish Studies Program 

at Queens University.  Visit Queens.edu to learn about all that Queens has to offer.  
 

Testimonials about Queens’ Jewish Studies… 
“I have loved going weekly to class to learn so much more about the history of Judaism and 
study with people of all different faiths. Hearing different perspectives, learning and coming 
together and studying Torah texts and how it relates to our society today has enriched my 
life.”  
                   - Samantha Foodman, current student in Queens Community Jewish Studies Course 

 
“Jewish Studies has made an invaluable impact on my education. As someone who is not 
Jewish, it has offered a new perspective that truly resonates with me. The most important 
lesson I have learned from studying Judaism is that as people we will always have more 
commonalities than differences. In a time that seems to focus solely on what makes us 
different, it is so refreshing to learn what brings us together. The concept of a shared 
peoplehood based on education, justice, and history is woven throughout all Jewish Studies 
courses. I have enjoyed being surrounded by engaged peers, professors, and speakers…  and 
the great food and events are an awesome bonus.”               - Genie Richards, Class of 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jewish Studies at Queens &  
The Stan Greenpson Center for Peace and Social Justice 
Queens University of Charlotte 
1900 Selwyn Avenue 
Charlotte, NC 28274 
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